Front tank Galvanized with CE documentation 2000ltr and
3000ltr.
[Fang læserens opmærksomhed med et
A nice and capacity full GOMA product that will increase your
citat fra dokumentet, eller brug denne
daily capacity for a small investment
plads til at fremhæve nogle nøglepunkter.
5” Effective centrifugal pump for unloading, level censor,
Du kan trække dette tekstfelt til andre
manhole on the side for inspection and cleaning.
steder på siden.]
Traffic light, prepared for circulation.
Options:
8” Front loadingarm with centrifugel pump
4 LED Work lights. Safety camera, color coated by request.

Rebuild CM Arable Soil injector, 6 and
7,5m build to CM Disc, Complete new disc
section with 560mm Disc, Divider
renovated as new, new pipe
roller,Sandblast and repaint, packer
galvanized

Combined GK8 Drain cleaner with 2 tanks
3000L clean water and 5000L wastewater,
All combi-machines are custom-made by wants and needs

Goma is the largest
distributer of Spare
parts for manure and
slurry equipment in
Scandinavia

One of Goma´s forces are our Know-how, to make
service and repairs on Samson product.
Our good experience has led Goma to rebuild used
Samson products with good result and benefits for
customs all over Europe.

On Stock is Pumps,
valve. Vacuum
pumps, slurry and
manure technic.
Self-produce hose
roller, vacuum
technic, sand filter,
GØMA
was
founded in 1975 as a special distributor of vacuum tankers, spreaders and later slurry equipment.
different
parts
and
Today
GØMA
is a state of the art company whit a new domicile in Viborg, two branches in Sweden and one in
other items.
Poland. GØMA employs approximately 50 employees and is the largest distributor of equipment for outdoor
handling of organic fertilizer in Scandinavia.

GØMA

Welcome to GØMA, welcome to a specialist in machines for
outdoor handling of organic fertilizer. The intense structure
development in farming makes continuously greater demands
on the suppliers in the business. GØMA ensures serious,
professional counselling for agriculture, machine pools,
contractors and biomass plants, which focuses on the
customer´s mechanization in consideration of the latest
legislation and methods.

Petersmindevej 6
DK-8800 Viborg
+45 86 61 07 77
www.goma.dk
Export manager
Allan Sørensen
+45 22 21 00 01
allan@goma.dk

